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INTRODUCTION

¡ Approximately 15% of patients with idiopathic PVCs were

found to have an epicardial origin identified within the coronary
venous system, most often in the great cardiac vein.
¡ Cardiac crux and less frequently epicardial mitral annulus are

responsible for remaining idiopathic epicardial PVCs.

AGENDA

¡ HOW TO MAXIMIZE SUCCESS?
¡ UNIPOLAR VS. BIPOLAR RFA?
¡ HOW TO SAVE CORONARY ARTERIES?

HOW TO MAXIMIZE ABLATION SUCCESS?
Planning the procedure
¡ Triggered PVCs are exquisitely catecholamine sensitive and can be completely

inhibited with anesthesia; therefore, general anesthesia should be avoided at the outset.
Opiates and benzodiazepines should be avoided.
¡ Anesthetic agents with rapid onset and offset kinetics such as ketamine or propofol are

preferable, and if inhalational anesthesia is required, nitrous oxide is preferable to fluranes.
¡ Sympathomimetic agents (isoproterenol or epinephrine), methylxanthines (aminophylline or

caffeine), or awakening the patient on the table may provoke PVCs.
¡ Rapid atrial or ventricular pacing causes an increase in triggered PVCs. On the other

hand, atrial or ventricular extrastimulation may provoke reentrant PVCs.

HOW TO MAXIMIZE ABLATION SUCCESS?
Procedural Imaging
¡ 3D mapping systems can be helpful, especially when multiple chambers need to be

mapped and compared.
¡ Fluoroscopy is the mainstay to visualize catheters, and a biplane system with

orthogonal left anterior oblique and right anterior oblique views is ideal.
¡ Contrast evaluation of the venous system and coronary arteries may assist in

understanding the regional anatomy and it also allows prevention and early
identification of complications like pericardial effusion and coronary injury.

HOW TO MAXIMIZE ABLATION SUCCESS?
Appropriate ablation tool box
¡ In most cases of radiofrequency ablation within the coronary venous system, ablation

using standard 4-mm catheters fail due to impedance and temperature rise. Therefore,
irrigated catheters in different sizes and curves are essential tools for successful ablation.
¡ In some instances, Long sheath may be necessary to reach target ablation site.
¡ In case of short ablation site-coronary artery distance, cryocatheter can convert an

complicated and unsuccessful situation to a safe and successful scenario.

HOW TO MAXIMIZE ABLATION SUCCESS?
Careful ECG evaluation

Berruezo et al. Circulation. 2004;109:1842-1847

HOW TO MAXIMIZE ABLATION SUCCESS?
Careful ECG evaluation
q Maximum deflection index (MDI) Earliest
ventricular activation time to maximum deflection
in any lead (TMD)/Total QRS duration (QRSd)
q MDI ≥ 0.55: sensitivity 100% and specificity
98.7%

Daniels et al. Circulation. 2006; 113(13):1659-66.

HOW TO MAXIMIZE ABLATION SUCCESS?
Careful ECG evaluation

Valle`s et al. Circ Arrhythm Electrophysiol. 2010;3:63-71.
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ECG ALGORITHM FOR CRUX PVC

Kawamura M, et al. Circ Arrhythm Electrophysiol. 2014;7:1152-1158

MODIFIED ECG ALGORITHM FOR CRUX PVC

Kawamura M, et al. Circ Arrhythm Electrophysiol. 2014;7:1152-1158

CRUX PVC EXAMPLE
¡ 36 year-old male presented

with frequent PVCs
¡ He had two failed endo

ablations and LVEF=20%
¡ PVC was ablated

successfully via subxyphoid
approach

PREDICTORS OF EPICARDIAL ORIGIN FOR MA VT/PVC
¡ Pseudodelta wave >53 ms
¡ sensitivity of 90%, specificity of 81.82%

¡ Intrinsicoid deflection time >77 ms
¡ sensitivity of 100%, specificity of 98.57%

¡ Maximum deflection index >0.50
¡ sensitivity of 100%, specificity of 92.86%
1.Yue-Chun L, et al. PLOS ONE 2013;8:e80777.

PREDICTORS OF SUCCESSFUL ABLATION WITHIN GCV/AIV
¡ Q-wave ratio in aVL/aVR >

1.5 with sensitivity of 87.5%,
specificity of 96.0%, positive
predictive value of 87.5%,
and negative predictive value
of 96.0%

1. Lin CY, et al. HeartRhythm2016;13:111–121.

LCC PVC EXAMPLE

GCV PVC EXAMPLE

AIV PVC EXAMPLE
¡ 43 year-old woman presented

with frequent palpitations
¡ Echo showed normal LV

function

SUBVALVULAR PVC EXAMPLE

HOW TO MAXIMIZE ABLATION SUCCESS?
Activation Mapping
¡ Similar to ECG localization, the goal of PVC activation mapping is to identify the

earliest site of activation, albeit with a more precise and accurate localization using
the mapping catheter. Activation mapping is ideal for focal PVCs and is done with
point-by-point mapping if PVC frequency is adequate.

HOW TO MAXIMIZE ABLATION SUCCESS?
Pace mapping
¡ Pace mapping relies on the principle that pace stimulation of the PVC site of origin

would result in the surface QRS complex that exactly matches the target PVC
morphology on all 12 surface ECG leads. Pace mapping can supplement activation
mapping and can be particularly useful when activation mapping is not possible due
to suppression of clinical PVCs.
¡ Pace mapping is not as specific as activation mapping in localizing the arrhythmogenic

tissue, and the limitations of pace mapping need to be considered. Even when pacing
at the arrhythmogenic site, QRS morphology may be different due to capture of the
surrounding myocardium or tissue on both sides of electrical boundaries when using
high output pacing.

UNIPOLAR VS. BIPOLAR RFA?
Bipolar RFA
Delivery of standard unipolar RFA is
achieved via a circuit that incorporates
the distal ablation catheter tip as the
active electrode and a transcutaneous
return patch as the indifferent electrode.
In contrast, the electrical circuit for
bipolar RFA utilizes one ablation catheter
tip as the active and the other ablation
catheter tip as the indifferent electrode.

UNIPOLAR VS. BIPOLAR RFA?
¡ Bipolar RFA was shown to be effective across tissue as thick as 20 mm.
¡ It has been showed that bipolar ablation is effective in delivering therapy in locations

where unipolar ablation is unable to achieve an adequate depth of ablation such as
the interventricular septum or intramyocardial location between endocardial and
epicardial surfaces.
¡ There is no study to show the efficacy and safety of bipolar ablation within the

coronary venous system. In addition, there is a great concern about the coronary
injury while applying bipolar RFA within the coronary venous system.
The AW, et al. J Cardiovasc Electrophysiol 2014; 25:1093-1099.
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HOW TO SAVE CORONARY ARTERIES?
¡ To avoid coronary artery injury during

epicardial ablation or ablation within the
coronary venous system, coronary artery
angiography is crucial before ablation within
the coronary venous system. Ablation site
should be 5-10 mm away from the major
coronary artery.
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HOW TO SAVE CORONARY ARTERIES?
¡ Initial radiofrequency energy should be delivered

with the irrigated-tip catheter at a power of 15 to
25 W and irrigation flow of 17 ml/min for up to 60
seconds.
¡ In selected area, higher setting may be delivered..

HOW TO SAVE CORONARY ARTERIES?
¡ The mean activation time at the successful site is 29±8 ms. Number of

radiofrequency application and ablation duration should be kept in minimum.
¡ If radiofrequency energy delivery resulted in a temperature >45°C or ablation site is

< 5mm from a major coronary artery, a 6-mm Cryocatheter was used for
cryoablation, with a target temperature of -80°C.

CONCLUSIONS
To maximize the procedural success, an stepwise approach is recommended:
1.

The first step is to suspect an coronary venous origin based on careful analysis of the12-lead
ECGs of the clinical VT/PVC.

2.

If a coronary venous origin is suspected, the second step is to define the anatomy of the area of
interest, including both outflow tracts as well as the coronary venous circulation. Because the
anatomic relationships are highly variable from patient to patient, we believe that detailed
characterization of the individual anatomy (ICE, CT, MRI) is essential.

3.

Ideally, the preferred mapping method is activation mapping during spontaneous arrhythmia. In the
case of infrequent PVCs, induction of VT or PVCs is attempted with isoproterenol infusion and
ventricular or atrial burst pacing. Pace-mapping may be limited in this area because of preferential
conduction and the close proximity of multiple structures; thus, the pace-map could be poor even
at sites of very early activation or successful ablation. When pace-mapping is used, it should be
done at threshold pacing looking for an identical match(>95%).

CONCLUSIONS
To avoid coronary artery injury during epicardial ablation or ablation within the
coronary venous system:
1.

Coronary artery angiography is crucial before ablation within the coronary venous
system. Ablation site should be 5-10 mm away from the major coronary artery.

2.

Initial radiofrequency energy should be delivered with the irrigated-tip catheter at a power
of 15 to 25 W and irrigation flow of 17 ml/min for up to 60 seconds. In selected area, higher
setting may be delivered.

3.

Number of radiofrequency application and ablation duration should be kept in minimum.

4.

If radiofrequency energy delivery resulted in a temperature >45°C or ablation site is < 5mm
from a major coronary artery, a 6-mm Cryocatheter was used for cryoablation, with a target
temperature of -80°C.

